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The atomistic details of the ice recrystallisation
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Understanding the ice recrystallisation inhibition (IRI) activity of antifreeze biomimetics is
crucial to the development of the next generation of cryoprotectants. In this work, we bring
together molecular dynamics simulations and quantitative experimental measurements to
unravel the microscopic origins of the IRI activity of poly(vinyl)alcohol (PVA)—the most
potent of biomimetic IRI agents. Contrary to the emerging consensus, we ﬁnd that PVA does
not require a “lattice matching” to ice in order to display IRI activity: instead, it is the effective
volume of PVA and its contact area with the ice surface which dictates its IRI strength.
We also ﬁnd that entropic contributions may play a role in the ice-PVA interaction and we
demonstrate that small block co-polymers (up to now thought to be IRI-inactive) might
display signiﬁcant IRI potential. This work clariﬁes the atomistic details of the IRI activity of
PVA and provides novel guidelines for the rational design of cryoprotectants.
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eing able to understand and control ice recrystallisation
(IR) is of fundamental importance for a wide range of
applications1,2, not least in the prevention of cold-induced
damage of cryopreserved biological materials. IR is a form of
Ostwald ripening3, where larger ice crystals are formed at the
expense of smaller ones and typically occurs during the thawing
process of a frozen substance. The damage arises because the
formation of the larger ice crystals causes osmotic stress and can
rupture and pierce cells, resulting in cell death4. IR damage
therefore poses a threat to the viable recovery of cryobiologically
stored material, leading to the waste of precious resources (e.g.
cells and tissue samples) used in regenerative medicine5–7.
IR damage can be mitigated by the use of cryoprotectants,
but their usage suffers from extensive work protocols and
potential cytotoxicity5,8–10. Consequently, a substantial body of
work5,6,10–17 has been devoted to ﬁnding alternative cryoprotectants that are biocompatible, relatively straightforward to
produce and which display exceptional ice recrystallisation
inhibition (IRI) activity at comparatively low concentrations.
The main obstacle to the rational design of new IRI-active
compounds is our patchy understanding of their structurefunction relation: in fact, even in the case of prototypical IRI
agents such as the synthetic polymer poly(vinyl)alcohol (PVA),
there is much speculation about the molecular-level interactions
between PVA and ice7,11,12,14,18–21. PVA has been found to be
capable of protecting proteins during freezing, by preventing
irreversible protein aggregation on growing ice crystals, as well as
enabling solvent-free cryopreservation of bacteria11,12. Similarly,
PVA has been shown to mitigate IR during cryopreservation and
enables some increase in post-thaw recovery for mammalian
cells7. Thus, understanding the underlying mechanism by which
PVA confers IRI activity is key for the development, reﬁning and
optimisation of the next-generation cryoprotectants that can be
ﬁne-tuned for a diverse range of applications (e.g. regenerative
medicine, food storage and crop security1).

Recent molecular dynamics simulations22 have suggested that
the IRI activity of PVA might be due to the “distance matching”
between the hydroxyl groups of the polymer and water molecules
at the ice surface, in which PVA would require to adopt a linear/
extended conformation to achieve such a distance match. In a
similar vein, computational work by Weng et al.23 indicated that
PVA did not have to bind to ice in a linear conformation via a
geometric lattice matching per se: rather, the study showed a
stereoscopic match of hydroxyls to water molecules in the ice
lattice which then facilitated binding and IRI activity. The IRI
properties of PVA seem to be closely linked to its degree of
polymerisation (DP), i.e., the number of monomeric units in a
polymer chain, with shorter chain PVA (DP = 10) showing a
signiﬁcant reduction in activity compared to PVA with DP =
1920. In fact, PVA is thought to be signiﬁcantly IRI active only for
DP values greater or equal than this critical threshold of DP = 19.
Recent simulations24 have rationalised this in terms of a size
dependence of the ice-binding efﬁciency of PVA, showing that
short-chain polymers are less likely to bind to ice and that the
polymer-ice hydrogen bond life-times for small polymers (DP <
10) is rather short compared to the time taken for ice to grow.
Thus, while the microscopic motivations at the heart of the IRI
activity of PVA are still hotly debated, it would seem there is a
growing consensus that a minimum number of hydroxyl groups
is required for PVA to bind ice long enough to stop the growth of
an advancing ice front.
In this work, we use molecular dynamic (MD) simulations to
investigate the IRI activity of PVA by systematically probing the
impact of conformation, number of functional groups and degree
of polymerisation (see Fig. 1 for computational setup along with
Methods section for further details). In contrast to a number of
previous studies22,24,25, we show that PVA can bind ice in any
conformation and that lattice matching is not a prerequisite for
ice inhibition. We also show that short-chain PVA10 has reduced
IRI activity not because it cannot bind ice sufﬁciently well, but

Fig. 1 Computational set-up. a Molecular structure of PVA along with representative conﬁgurations of the simulated polymers. Random coil refers to the
polymer simulations that do not have their radius of gyration (Rg) restrained, compact and linear refer to simulations in which the Rg has been restrained to
a deﬁned value (see Methods section). For the linear polymers, their orientation with respect to the direction (z) of the growing ice front is also restrained,
either perpendicular or parallel to the z-axis. b Representative snapshot of the computational geometry. The restrained seeded ice layer is highlighted in
cyan. The ice front presenting the primary prismatic face to the water phase grows in the ±z direction.
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rather because it becomes overgrown by the ice front and that
sustained IRI activity is dependent on the volume occupied by a
polymer at the ice interface. We also show that both enthalpic
and entropic contributions may play a part in PVA-ice interactions. Lastly, we explore the role small chain block copolymers
such as PVA-b-PVAm (polyvinylalcohol/polyvinylamine) could
have in designing IRI active polymers with DP as small as 10,
which has been previously thought of as unattainable.
Results
Lattice matching is not required for PVA to bind to ice. In
order to understand the impact of the PVA conformation on its
ice-binding activity, we performed well-tempered metadynamics
simulations (see Methods section) using the radius of gyration Rg
as the collective variable to bias: the lower the value of Rg, the
more compact the PVA chain is. As a result, we were able to
explore the conformational free energy landscape of PVA (see
Fig. 2); we ﬁnd that the polymer adopts a wide range of different
conformations, from very compact (Rg = 0.5 nm) to extended
(Rg = 0.95 nm). The free energy barriers separating the minima
are of the same order of thermal ﬂuctuations at room temperature
(kBT ~ 25 meV). In addition, the most favourable conformation
(Rg = 0.74 nm) corresponds to a random coil, which is consistent
with what we observe in our unbiased simulations of PVA20 at
265 K.
The role of PVA conformation has been a central argument
surrounding the mechanistic details of its IRI activity. In
particular, previous experimental26 and theoretical works22,24,25
have suggested that a linear/extended conformation is crucial for
the polymer to adopt in order to bind ice and display IRI activity.
The rational for this argument is based on a “lattice matching” of
the hydrogen bonding between the hydroxyl functional groups of
PVA to the water molecules of the ice crystal. Recent computational work22 on PVA has suggested a speciﬁc 2:1 binding pattern:
two adjacent hydroxyls groups bind to ice, followed by an

Fig. 2 Conformational landscape of PVA20 at 300 K. Gibbs free energy
(ΔG) proﬁle as a function of the radius of gyration Rg, obtained by means of
metadynamics simulations. PVA20 is a very ﬂexible polymer spanning a
substantial range of different conformations, all of them separated by
energy barriers of the same order of thermal ﬂuctuations at room
temperature (kBT ~ 25 meV). The shaded region represents the standard
error associated with our estimate of ΔG.
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unbound group; the distance between the two binding hydroxyls is
comparable to the nearest oxygen–oxygen distance within the
primary prismatic ice surface. Other recent simulations23 have
suggested that the binding between PVA and ice is based on the
stereoscopic matching of the hydroxyl groups to the underlying
ice lattice. Our metadynamics simulations suggest however that
given the very ﬂexible nature of PVA, the probability that this
polymer binds to an advancing ice front by adopting a linear/
extended conformation is vanishingly small. Furthermore, the
lattice matching argument assumes the growing ice front to be a
smooth surface: while relatively smooth ice surfaces can develop
via a spiral growth regime based on screw dislocations, this
scenario is characteristic of much stronger supercooling than
those considered here – and indeed is not thought to be relevant in
cryopreservation conditions, see e.g. refs. 27–29. In contrast, when
dealing with ice-water interfaces characterised by some degree of
roughness (as considered in this work), the probability of PVA
binding thanks to speciﬁc structural patterns consistent with the
ice lattice is even further reduced.
To provide concrete evidence of the role of PVA conformation
on its IRI activity, we have performed MD simulations of PVA20
where we have either let the polymer free to adopt any
conformation or we have restrained it by applying a bias to its
radius of gyration so as to enforce a speciﬁc orientation of the
polymer with respect to the ice surface. We discuss in the
Methods section the computational setup as well as the details of
the order parameters we have used to identify ice-like molecules.
These simulations start with PVA being in solution which is in
contact with a seeded ice crystal (see Fig. 1). The simulation is
then run over a 200 ns period in which the ice front grows and
IRI activity is monitored.
Figure 3 show representative snapshots of these simulations
where: (a) an extended PVA chain is restrained so as to be
perpendicular with respect to the growing ice front; (b) a similarly
extended conformation is restrained so as to be parallel with
respect to the growing ice front and; (c) a compact, globular
conformation is enforced: it is evident that PVA can bind to ice in
any conformation, albeit in the case of conformation (b) the ice
phase grows largely unhindered by the presence of the bound
polymer. Once bound, the polymers do not detach within the
timescale of our simulations (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for further
details): while this result obviously holds at this particular
supercooling only (8 K), it is indicative that at mild supercooling
the binding of PVA might not be reversible – in agreement with
the work found in Naullage et al.22. We note, however, that the
binding afﬁnity of the polymer might become relevant in
conditions where the kinetics of ice formation is slow enough
for PVA to bind reversibly.
These results hold for MD simulations of unrestrained PVA20
(i.e. no bias on Rg) as well, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 4.
Thus, we can conclude that indeed the lattice matching argument
does not play a signiﬁcant role in determining the IRI activity of
PVA. Previous computational work22 put forward a 2:1 binding
pattern for PVA on ice which we do not observe in our
simulations. This contradiction is likely due to the fact that the
investigation reported in Naullage et al.22: (i) assumed that PVA
behaves like a linear molecule when biding to ice, which appears
not to be the case at the supercooling investigated here; (ii)
utilised the mW30 and a united-atom force ﬁeld31 to model water
molecules and PVA, respectively. The coarse-grained nature of
these force ﬁelds is unlikely to capture the complexity of
hydrogen bonding at heterogeneous interfaces such as the
PVA-ice one. We use a fully atomistic force ﬁeld instead, as
discussed in the Methods section; (iii) the distance between the
two binding hydroxyls characterising this 2:1 pattern was thought
to be comparable to the nearest oxygen–oxygen distance
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Fig. 3 Lattice matching is not a prerequisite for PVA to bind to ice. Representative snapshots of PVA20 binding on a growing ice crystal. a An extended
PVA chain (Rg ~ 1) is restrained so as to be perpendicular with respect to the growing ice front. b A similarly extended conformation is restrained so as to be
parallel with respect to the growing ice front. c A compact, globular conformation (Rg ~ 0.5). All three conformations can bind ice, but only those illustrated
in panels a and c show sustained IRI activity. Only water molecules belonging to the ice phase are shown.

characterising the pristine crystalline structure of the primary
prismatic ice surface. As no simulations of the actual growth of
the ice front were included (i.e. PVA bound on a static ice surface
only) the roughness of the growing ice front was not taken into
account. In contrast, in this work we have considered the PVA
interactions with a dynamically growing ice front.
IRI activity of PVA: ice-PVA contact area and occupied
volume. In order to explore the relationship between the chain
length of the polymer and its IRI activity we have also simulated
PVA10 along with two identical PVA10 polymers within the same
volume of water (see Supplementary Fig. 6). Experimental results
obtained via splat assay (see Congdon et al.20) have shown that a
1-mg/ml solution of PVA10 lowers the mean largest grain size
(MLGS) of ice crystals by ~20% if compared to a phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) control. In other words, PVA10 displays
some IRI activity: however, the same concentration of PVA19
reduces the MLGS by ~80% – a much stronger impact on ice
growth. The much weaker IRI activity of PVA10 has often been
attributed to the polymer not being able to bind ice well enough
(or for a prolonged period of time) due to relatively low number
of hydroxyl groups available to bind ice. To be speciﬁc, it has been
suggested in the past that at least 6–8 units of PVA are needed for
it to bind to ice26 and recent computational work24 has shown
that there is a size dependence on the ice-binding efﬁciency of
PVA – or, along the same lines, that the number of functional
groups present on the chain dictates the degree of IRI activity 23.
Most recently, it has been proposed that PVA10 might bind
reversibly to ice, but lacks any IRI activity because the time bound
to ice is shorter than the time it takes for ice to grow: thus the
longer the PVA chain, the greater the chance of it to staying
bound to ice and hence displaying IRI activity.24.
While our results agree with previous ﬁndings that PVA10 has
reduced IRI activity, here we show that this is due to the polymer
becoming overgrown once bound to ice, rather than not being
able to bind for a sufﬁciently long enough time. Similar results
4

have been obtained for PVA10 by Weng et al.23. In fact, out of the
twenty MD simulations we have performed, PVA10 bound to ice
in nineteen of them: a representative example is illustrated in the
left panel of Fig. 4. However, as opposed to PVA20, PVA10 is
quickly overgrown, as shown in the middle panel of Fig. 4: in fact,
we found that at mild supercooling (8 K) PVA10 gets entirely
embedded in the growing ice front within ~100 ns (see the right
panel of Fig. 4). This can also be seen by tracking the number of
PVA-ice hydrogen bonds over time (see Supplementary Fig. 5 as
well as the Methods section).
Further insight into the weaker IRI activity of PVA10 with
respect to PVA20 can be gained by monitoring the number of ice
molecules as a function of time upon the binding of the polymer.
This is shown in Fig. 5, where we have deﬁned as t0 the point in
time at which either PVA10 or PVA20 bind to ice. The criteria for
binding is met when 20% of the hydroxyl groups on the polymer
are hydrogen bonded to the ice surface. Once PVA20 binds to ice,
the number of ice molecules plateaus, indicating a signiﬁcant
slow-down of the growth of the ice front; in fact, on the timescales
probed via our simulations the ice front basically stops once it
encounters PVA20. Conversely, in the case of PVA10, in 30% of
cases we observe a temporary slow-down of the ice growth,
followed by a sharp increase of the number of ice molecules
which corresponds to the polymer becoming overgrown by the
ice (see blue lines in graph). Importantly, these molecular-level
details translate into a rather stark difference observed,
experimentally, between the IRI activity of PVA10 and PVA20 –
as shown in the right panels of Fig. 5. The two micro-graphs
(obtained via splat assay, see Supplementary Methods) highlight
the contrast between the mean grain size (MGS) of ice crystals
growing in the presence of either PVA20 or PVA10: note the
signiﬁcant reduction of the MGS caused by PVA20 in comparison
to the much larger ice crystals observed for PVA10.
We do observe, however, situations in which PVA10 displays
comparable IRI activity to that of PVA20 (i.e. those lines not
highlighted blue). This is consistent with experimental evidence20
showing that PVA10 does display limited IRI activity: for instance,
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Fig. 4 PVA10 does bind to ice. PVA10 can bind to ice, independently of its conformation: however, the ice front overgrows the polymer due to the low DP of
the latter, thus resulting in a lower IRI activity compared to e.g. PVA20. Only water molecules belonging to the ice phase are shown.

Fig. 5 Comparison between the IRI activity of PVA10 and PVA20. The IRI activity of PVA is quantiﬁed in terms of the evolution of the number of molecules
within the growing ice front as a function of time. t0 represents the time at which 20% of the hydroxyl groups on the polymer chain have bound to ice. The
results of our MD simulations (left) are complemented by micro-graphs (right) obtained via splat assays experiments. a PVA10: note the sharp increase in
the number of ice molecules for those simulations (corresponding to the blue lines) in which PVA10 becomes overgrown by the ice phase. b PVA20: note
the clear plateauing of the ice growth once PVA20 has bound to the ice front. The results of the splat assays illustrate the dramatic difference in terms of
the mean size of the ice crystals observes in the presence of either PVA10 and PVA20 – consistently with our MD simulations.
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PVA10 in concentrations between 2 and 5 mg/ml yields a MGS
reduced by ~20–40% compared to PBS control. Thus, we argue
that the IRI activity of PVA10 is largely affected by the kinetics of
ice growth, i.e., the time period during which PVA10 manages to
hold back the ice front before becoming engulfed in the ice phase
might result in some IRI activity observed experimentally – but
due to its eventual engulfment in ice its activity will be much
weaker compared to PVA20.
In light of these results, it is important to clarify the role of
the “binding afﬁnity” of PVA with respect to ice, which is
often thought of as a linear function of the number of
monomers23,24,26. As PVA tends to be found in the form of a
random coil, the number of the monomers interacting with the
ice surface does not increase linearly with the polymer length.
Indeed, the binding afﬁnities of PVA10 and PVA20, albeit difﬁcult
to quantify when dealing with dynamically growing ice surfaces,
appear to be very similar.
Interestingly, we have found a correlation between the IRI
activity of PVA10 and the minimum distance (rMI hereafter)
between the periodic images of the polymer. Speciﬁcally, PVA10
polymers which became overgrown by the ice front are
characterised, on average, by rMI = 3.7 ± 0.30 nm, while PVA10
polymers which showed some extent of IRI activity are
characterised by an average value of 3.5 ± 0.30 nm. This trend
holds for different surface areas as well; in particular, we have
obtained, in the case of smaller simulation box (see Supplementary Fig. 10 for further details), rMI = 2.6 ± 0.16 nm and rMI =
2.3 ± 0.22 nm for inactive and active PVA10 polymers, respectively. These trends are indicative of the key role of the (polymer)
surface coverage with respect to the (ice) surface – an aspect we
discuss below.
We have also found that the length of the polymer chain has a
stronger effect if compared to the concentration of the polymer in
solution. In particular, within the same volume of water we have

investigated the IRI activity of two PVA10 polymers (which have
the same molecular weight as one PVA20). We have found that
the growth of the ice front is largely unhindered by the two shortchain polymers, similarly to what we observe when considering a
single chain of PVA10 (see Supplementary Fig. 6 for further
details). This conclusion holds even if we consider the statistically
unlikely scenario by which the two PVA10 polymers bind to the
ice surface at exactly the same point in time. While we have not
explored this possibility directly, we do know that a single PVA10
interacting with an ice surface of ~26 nm2 (which corresponds to
the system discussed in this paper) shows the very same IRI
activity as that of a single PVA10 interacting with an ice surface of
~13 nm2 (based on simulations carried out with smaller box
boundary dimension and therefore smaller surface area, see
Supplementary Fig. 10). This latter scenario effectively corresponds to two PVA10 polymers interacting with an ice surface of
~26 nm2 at the same time and thus serves to prove the point that
indeed, two PVA10 polymers are less effective in terms of IRI
activity if compared to a single PVA20. Lastly, this result is
consistent with the experimental reality in that, as discussed
in greater detail in the next sections, a tenfold increase in
concentration is needed for PVA10 to display an IRI activity
similar to that of PVA20, that is, at 10 mg/ml PVA10 displays the
same MGS of 30% as PVA20 at 1 mg/ml. Thus, this evidence
further strengthens the hypothesis that the number of functional
groups binding to ice alone is not sufﬁcient to trigger a substantial
IRI activity.
Instead, we argue that it is the ice-PVA contact area, as well as
the volume occupied by a bound PVA on ice, that rules the
strength of its IRI activity. This proposition is illustrated in Fig. 6.
We start by calculating, for PVA10 and different conformations of
PVA20 as well, the number of ice molecules that grew within a
time interval of 100 ns, starting from t0. Note that each simulation
is characterised by a different value of t0, hence the reason for

Fig. 6 The IRI activity of PVA depends on its volume/surface area. a Occupied volume of PVA on ice. IRI activity is measured by ﬁnding the number of
ice molecules that make up the ice crystal at the end of the simulation (starting from the time a polymer binds to ice, t–t0) and plotted against the average
volume occupied by the polymers. “o” indicates a polymer has been overgrown (og) with ice, “×” indicates sustained IRI activity. Linear para. and linear
perp. refer to the binding orientation to ice, parallel and perpendicular respectively. b Box-and-whisker plot illustrating the spread of the ice-PVA contact
area. The upper(lower) bound and the line within each box represent the maximum(minimum) and the median. The extent of the boxes quantiﬁes the
upper and lower quartiles. c Representative cross-sections (xy-plane) of the system upon binding of PVA, the dotted yellow lines indicate the periodic
boundaries.
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choosing a speciﬁc time interval that allow us to compare
the growth of the ice surface across different simulations. This
measure of IRI activity is plotted in Fig. 6a as a function of the
average volume occupied by PVA within the same time interval
(see the Methods section for the details of the volume estimation).
The lower the number of ice molecules we observe at the end of
our simulation, the higher the IRI activity of PVA: circles in Fig. 6
corresponds to conﬁgurations which ended up overgrown by ice.
PVA20 restrained to a compact conformation (“compact” in
Fig. 6) occupies, on average, the largest volume at the water–ice
interface (~350 Å3), followed by PVA20 polymers free to adopt
any conformation – and thus on average found to be as random
coils; note the substantial spread of volumes, indicative of the
variety of conformation that “unrestrained” PVA can assume
when binding to ice. At lower volumes we ﬁnd the “linearly
restrained” polymers, i.e. extended, rod-like conformations that
we force to be either perpendicular or parallel to the growing ice
front (“Linear perp.” and “Linear para.” in Fig. 6, respectively).
Lastly, we have PVA10, occupying on average a much smaller
volume (~110 Å3) compared to any PVA20 conformations. The
random coil, compact and linear perp. conformations display the
stronger IRI activity. On the other hand, the lower volume
occupied by PVA10 at the ice-water interface translates in a much
weaker IRI activity. In addition, the linearly restrained PVA20
conformations show another interesting trend: while linear perp.
and para. are characterised by very similar occupied volumes,
linear para. is much more likely to become overgrown by the ice
phase, as illustrated in Fig. 3b. This is because the positioning of
the linear para. conformation with respect to the ice surface
minimises the interaction with the ice front – thus resulting in a
much lower “effective” volume occupied by PVA at the ice–water
interface compared to what we observe in the case of e.g. linear
perp.
Overall, these results suggest that, once bound to ice, polymers
occupying a small effective volume due to either their degree of
polymerisation or their relative orientation with respect to the ice
front will display similarly lower IRI activity. The binding of PVA
and indeed, broadly speaking, of any polymeric IRI agent
necessarily introduces a disruption of the crystalline order of
the growing ice phase: small effective volumes such as those
characterising PVA10 or, equivalently, speciﬁc orientations of the
polymer with respect to the ice surface (e.g. linear para.
conformation), create “defects” in the ice phase which in some
cases are clearly not extended enough to prevent the ice from
growing further and eventually engulﬁng the polymer. (note by
extension, this also shows that the number of functional groups
binding to ice is not indicative of its IRI activity, as PVA chains
overgrown by ice still display a signiﬁcant number of hydrogen
bonds, see e.g. Supplementary Fig. 3b).
We can further elaborate on the impact of the different binding
orientations by considering the contact area between ice and
PVA, which we have estimated according to the approach
detailed in the Methods section. For instance, combining the
information about volume (Fig. 6a) and contact area (Fig. 6b) we
can understand the difference in terms of IRI activity between the
linear para. and linear perp. orientations of the linear PVA
conformation (see Fig. 6c). While both orientations are
characterised by a very similar occupied volume, the parallel
orientation spans a much smaller contact area compared to the
perpendicular one. As a result, the parallel orientation is much
more likely to get overgrown by the ice front, which results in a
negligible IRI activity. We also note that the IRI activity of the
different polymers/conformations shown in Fig. 6a is roughly
the same if they sit above what we can identify as a minimum
volume threshold: for instance, the linear perp. conformations
are characterised by a smaller volume compared to “compact”
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PVA20, and yet they both show similar IRI activity. This result is
consistent with a similar effect observed by Gibson et al.32 in the
context of the IRI activity of linear and star-branched PVA
polymer. They showed that both architectures had similar IRI
activity despite the star branch polymer having a much higher
molecular weight, leading them to conclude that, due to the
compact dimensions of the star-branched polymer, it is actually
the hydrodynamic size rather than number of functional groups
which is critical for IRI activity.
Thus, it is important to clarify that neither molecular weight
nor the extent of the average contact area between any given IRI
agent and the ice phase can be used, in isolation, to infer the IRI
activity of polymers and anti-freeze proteins alike. Instead, it is
the interplay between the volume and/or surface occupied by
PVA and the ability of the latter to interact with the ice surface
that dictates its overall efﬁciency as an IRI agent.
Finally, we also note that the activity of any given IRI agent
strongly depends on its coverage of the ice surface: in this case,
lower numbers of PVA polymers per (ice) unit area would lead to
a lower IRI activity. This is the reason why, experimentally, a
certain IRI agent displays activity above a certain concentration
but it is not straightforward to translate (bulk) IRI agent
concentration to the effective ice surface coverage. For completeness, we have investigated the IRI activity of both PVA10 and
PVA20 as a function of different surface areas, namely 13.3 nm2
(size S), 26.1 nm2 (size M, the “main” size which we refer to
throughout the paper), 53.4 nm2 (size M/L) and 124.1 nm2
(size L). The results are summarised in Supplementary Fig. 10
and suggest that PVA20 is IRI active for surface coverages of 0.04
polymers/nm2 or higher. In addition, the IRI activity of both
PVA20 and PVA10 increases in the case of size S (compared to size
M), albeit PVA20 remain much more effective than PVA10 even in
this regime.
PVA-ice interaction: enthalpic and entropic contributions. It is
clear from our simulations that the IRI activity of PVA relies on
its ability of binding to ice. Here, we investigate the driving forces
behind the PVA-ice interactions. To begin with, Fig. 7a shows the
stark difference in terms of ice growth observed in the presence or
absence of PVA20. The system without PVA is used as a control:
the advancement of the ice front (in Å, shaded green region in
Fig. 7b) has been obtained as the average over 20 statistically
independent MD simulations. Note that the ﬁnite extent of our
water slabs prevents us from observing the expected linear regime
of ice growth. To address this limitation we have thoroughly
investigated the impact of ﬁnite size effect (see Supplementary
Fig. 8): the setup we have chosen represents the best trade-off in
terms of system size (~100,000 atoms as a whole) and computational resources and does not have an impact on the reliability
of our results. Figure 7b also shows the growth of the ice front in
the presence of (unrestrained) PVA20 (dark green line, from a
particular simulation); note the sharp decrease in the growth rate
due to the binding of PVA20 to ice (shown in blue).
The driving force behind PVA binding to ice is widely accepted
to be enthalpically driven by the formation of hydrogen bonds. In
Fig. 7c we report the time evolution of the fraction of the PVA
hydroxyl groups that are hydrogen bonded to the ice surface. We
show ﬂuctuations between 20 and 60%, with a moving average
(black line in Fig. 7c) of ~35%. The extent of these ﬂuctuations are
due to the ever-changing roughness of the growing ice front as
well as to the mobility of the polymer – particularly those
segments not bound to the ice surface. Previous computational
work22 has suggested that the PVA-ice-binding arises from a
linear, extended arrangement of the polymer which should be
lying ﬂat on top of the ice: if we take into account the 2:1 binding
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Fig. 7 Hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions. a Comparison of ice growth in the presence (left inset) and absence (right inset) of PVA20.
b Advancement of the ice front (in Å) for the ice/water systems only (the shaded green region represent the spread of our data with reference to twenty
independent MD simulations) and in the presence of PVA - single green line, referring to the particular simulation illustrated in panel a; the growth rate of
the ice phase for the same PVA-inclusive simulation is also shown (single blue line). c Time evolution of the percentage of hydroxyl groups forming
hydrogen bonds (light blue): the black line corresponds to the moving average. d Representative time evolution of the “type” of water molecules (either
liquid-like or ice-like, see Methods section) found within the ﬁrst solvation shell of a PVA methylene group interacting with the ice surface.

pattern also discussed in Naullage et al.22, we should observe, on
average, ~70% of hydroxyl groups forming hydrogen bonds to ice.
However, our results (which hold for all the simulations see
Supplementary Fig. 4) suggest instead that a much lower fraction
of hydroxyl groups is needed for PVA to effectively bind to ice.
This evidence is consistent with the conformational arguments we
have discussed above: given that PVA can typically be found in a
random coil conformation, only a fraction of its hydroxyl group
is in a position to interact with the growing ice front at any
given time. We therefore suggest additional driving forces may
contribute to PVA-ice binding, other than the enthalpic gain
from hydrogen bonding.
At this stage, it is interesting to consider the possibility that the
PVA-ice interaction might beneﬁt from a small additional
entropic gain. This hypothesis is motivated by the ever-growing
evidence suggesting that hydrophobic interactions play a pivotal
role in the context of IRI activity (see e.g. refs. 33–36). Thus, we
have investigated the desolvation of the methylene (-CH2)
hydrophobic groups of PVA, which might lead to an entropic
contribution in addition to the enthalpic gain originating from
the PVA-ice hydrogen bonding. In solution, the ﬁrst solvation
shell of the methylene groups contains on average ﬁve water
molecules (see Supplementary Fig. 1 as well as the Methods
8

section). The desolvation of methylene groups upon their
interaction with ice is illustrated in Fig. 7 and corresponds to
the drop in the number of water molecules within the solvation
shell and the corresponding increase of ice molecules. As the
solvation shell of methylene is structurally constrained compared
to the bulk liquid phase, there is an entropic contribution
associated with the desolvation of the -CH2 groups.
To probe this possibility in greater detail, we have investigated
the IRI activity of polypropylene (PP), an entirely hydrophobic
polymer. While PP is in reality insoluble in water, this
computational experiment allows us to probe the potential effect
of the desolvation of methylene groups in absence of hydrogen
bonding. We ﬁnd that PP does indeed interact with the growing
ice front via purely hydrophobic interactions originating from the
desolvation of methylene groups (see Supplementary Fig. 9).
Unlike PVA, PP does not stop the growth of the ice front but it
can slow it down somewhat. This mechanism is identical to that
reported for PVA in Fig. 7 and it is consistent with the work of
Naullage et al.22 which also suggests the existence of a small
entropic contribution due to the hydrophobic desolvation of PVA
methylene groups. In the attempt to unravel the interplay
between enthalpic and entropic contributions, we have also
investigated the IRI activity of polyvinylamine (PVAm, DP = 20),
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via MD simulations as well as splat-assay measurements,
summarised in Fig. 8. We ﬁnd the IRI activity of PVAm to be
substantially lower than that of PVA.
The main difference between PVA and PVAm is that in PVAm
the hydroxyl groups are replaced by primary protonated amines.
The latter can form hydrogen bonds but not as readily as
hydroxyl groups. This is due to the asymmetric nature of the
hydrogen bonding in protonated amines: that is, they are more
likely to offer donors, rather than acceptors37. Furthermore, the
PVAm hydration shell structure is likely to be affected by the net

Fig. 8 Experimental IRI activity of PVA20, PVA10 and PVAm. Mean grain
size (MGS) of the ice crystals measured via splat-assay in the presence of
different polymers, as a function of their concentration. The error bars
represent the standard deviation for each sets of measurements. The
results have been normalised relative to a PBS control. Our MD simulations
are consistent with experimental results which show that PVA20 is the
most IRI active, with PVA10 and PVAm showing far less activity even at
higher concentrations. Note that a 30% MGS can be obtained for PVA20 at
a concentration of just 1 mg/ml, while a tenfold concentration increase
would be required for PVA10 to display a similar activity. The molecular
weight of PVAm (DP = 580) is 25000 g/mol.
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positive charge of the amine group, which contributes to explain
why we observe only minimal interaction with the growing ice
front for PVAm compared to PVA. In turn this indicates that the
predominant driving force for the binding of PVA to ice is mostly
enthalpic in nature, i.e., comes from its hydroxyl groups. Overall,
we are in no position to quantify this subtle balance between
enthalpy and entropy. However, in light of all of the above we can
conﬁdently put forward that entropic contributions can play a
role in the context of IRI activity. This is important not just in the
context of IRI-active polymers but to, e.g., amphiphilic icebinding proteins and other systems as well.

The IRI activity of PVA-b-PVAm block copolymers. In light of
our ﬁndings which show that the low IRI activity of PVA10 is
largely dictated by its small effective volume/contact area at the
ice-water interface – resulting in its engulfment – we have been
prompted to investigate the effect on PVA’s IRI activity when
substituting some of the hydroxyl groups with groups less likely
to form hydrogen bonds to ice. To this end, we have focused on
PVAm, which is characterised by protonated primary amines
(-NH þ
3 ). The splat-assay results reported in Fig. 8 for PVAm
(DP = 580) indicate that this polymer is rather ineffective as an
IRI agent even at really high concentrations. Indeed, our MD
simulations show that this is because PVAm simply does not bind
to ice during 20 statistically independent simulations (200 ns
long each).
It is interesting to observe what happens when only a fraction
of the PVA’s -OH groups are substituted with -NH þ
3 fragments:
in particular, we have studied three different block copolymers,
two with DP = 20 (PVA13-b-PVAm7 and PVA5-b-PVAm15) and
one with DP = 10 (PVA5-b-PVAm5). As illustrated in Fig. 9,
these block copolymers were all able to bind ice and slow down
the growth of the ice front (see Supplementary Fig. 7 for further
details). Consistent with what we have observed in the case of
PVA, here we also show that the lattice matching argument does
not hold. In fact, as shown in Fig. 10 the majority of our
simulations show that it is the terminal end (i.e. the PVA units) of
the copolymers that hydrogen bond to ice in a conformation
parallel with respect to the ice front – the NH þ
3 segments are
hardly involved in ice interactions.

Fig. 9 Representative snapshots of IRI-active PVA copolymers binding to ice. a PVA13-b-PVAm7. b PVA13-b-PVAm7. c PVA5-b-PVAm5. The PVA
segments can be identiﬁed via the hydroxyl groups (oxygen and hydrogen atoms are show in red and white, respectively), while the PVAm segments
correspond to the amine functional groups (blue spheres repesents nitrogen atoms). The polymers typically bind to ice via the PVA segments only. Only
water molecules belonging to the ice phase are shown.
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Fig. 10 Hydrogen bonding between PVA-b-PVAm block copolymers and
ice. a Probability density functions of the number of hydrogen bonds
between the -OH or -NH þ
3 functional groups and the ice surface in the case
of PVA13-b-PVAm7. b Same as a but for PVA5-b-PVAm15. c Same as a but
for PVA5-b-PVAm5. The results have been averaged over 10 statistical
independent MD simulations.

10

Previous experimental work38 on PVA-b-PVP block copolymers has shown that the addition of PVP (polyvinylpyrrolidone)
had little inﬂuence on the IRI activity, with the block polymers
presenting roughly the same activity levels as the PVA
homopolymers. In particular, a range of PVA10-b-PVPn block
copolymers were examined where the MLGS of PVA10 homopolymer was roughly the same as that of the block copolymers.
Outside the realms of synthetic polymers, it has also been
shown39 that a particular 7 kDa anti-freeze protein (AFP) has
identical IRI activity to a 7 kDa AFP with a further 42 kDA
protein appended to it. Hence, both studies suggest no increase in
activity by appending further monomeric units or protein
segments to the initial starting structure.
At this stage we would like to point out that, as opposed to the
previous experimental works discussed above, here we are not
adding extra units to the polymer: rather, we wish to assess
whether the IRI activity of block copolymers (with DP of either
10 or 20) can be affected by substituting some of their hydrogen
bonding functional groups with -NH þ
3 . We also note that while
our MD simulations take into account a well-deﬁned DP, the vast
majority of synthetic polymers investigated in the context of IRI
activity are typically polydisperse mixtures encompassing a range
of DP. This aspect was investigated by Gibson et al.40, who
showed that even a low dispersity mixture (with a dispersity index
of e.g. 1.2), obtained via RAFT polymerisation, can contain small
amounts of high molecular weight polymers which dominate the
IRI activity, thus yielding false positives in terms of the IRI
activity of low molecular weight PVA. Ultra-low dispersity
indexes (as low as 1.005) could be obtained via column
chromatography: the resulting polymers indicate that a DP = 12
represents the minimum value required to observe a signiﬁcant
IRI activity – albeit at much higher concentrations than PVA20,
i.e., to observe similar MLGS for 5 mg/ml of PVA20, 25 mg/ml of
PVA12 would be needed.
In contrast, our results indicate that even the short block
copolymer PVA5-b-PVAm5 (DP = 10, <12) is capable of slowing
down the growth of the ice front as shown in Supplementary
Fig. 7, despite the fact that its occupied volume is similar to that
of PVA10. The non-negligible IRI activity of PVA5-b-PVAm5
compared to PVA10 originates from the fact that the primary
protonated amines such as the NH þ
3 groups characterising the
PVAm segment of PVA5-b-PVAm5 form fewer hydrogen bonds
compared to hydroxyl groups (as discussed above in the case of
PVAm). As such, it is much more difﬁcult for the growing ice
front to form hydrogen bonds with the PVAm section of the
block copolymer, see Fig. 10 – which in turn prevents the ice from
overgrowing the polymer.
Interestingly, the PVA13-b-PVAm7 copolymer (which has the
same DP as PVA20) displays similar IRI activity compared to the
unrestrained PVA20 polymer (compare Fig. 5 with Supplementary Fig. 7a) and our MD simulations show this copolymer
binding to ice. This result provides further evidence that it is not
necessary for the entire polymer chain to bind to ice in order for
the polymer to display substantial IRI activity. This is clearly
highlighted in Fig. 10a, where only 13 units out of a 20 unit long
chain have a high probability of binding to ice. Moreover, PVA5b-PVAm15 and PVA5-b-PVAm5 show similar IRI activity (see
Supplementary Fig. 7b, c). Thus, it seems that even a short
(5 monomer) PVA segment might be able to bind to ice and show
IRI activity – provided the rest of the polymer chain features
functional groups that prevent the engulfment of the entire
polymer into the growing ice phase. To this end, bulky functional
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groups with only limited potential to hydrogen bond might be
most effective, while – as discussed in the previous section –
entirely hydrophobic group can trigger favourable polymer-ice
interactions.
This is a particularly interesting ﬁnding of direct practical
relevance, as our results suggest that it might be possible to
enhance the IRI activity of e.g. PVA10 by including speciﬁcally
functionalized segments. Thus, we argue that, in light of our
results, there is some potential to develop small synthetic
polymers that can be engineered to have the same IRI activity
as PVA20 but with a potential DP = 10. This would represent a
major step forward in the context of cryopreservation, as the
attachment of smaller polymers to ice (relative to larger ones)
lowers the probability of observing potential side effects
associated with supercooling beyond the thermal hysteresis gap,
such as dynamic ice shaping (see refs. 26,41). We do however, note
that 3/10 simulations for PVA5-b-PVAm15 and 2/10 simulations
for PVA5-b-PVAm5 showed no binding activity, whereas the
copolymers with 13 units of PVA (PVA13-b-PVAm7) bound to
ice in all simulations (see Supplementary Fig. 7). There is
therefore a potential size dependency for very small segments of
PVA (DP < 10) binding ice, as mentioned in Naullage et al.24. We
hope that our results will encourage future studies which
systematically investigate the existence of an optimal ratio
between ice-binding and non-ice-binding segments for a given
type of block copolymer which could lead to small IRI active
polymers.

entropic contributions due to the desolvation of methylene
groups can also play a role. While the interplay between enthalpy
and entropy is probably skewed toward the former in the speciﬁc
case of PVA, we argue that such a competition has to be taken
into account when designing a potential cryoprotectant.
Lastly, we have probed the IRI activity of PVA-b-PVAm block
copolymers: we have demonstrated that it is not necessary for the
whole polymer chain to bind ice in order to observe IRI activity.
Indeed, we have found that even small chain block copolymers of
PVA5-b-PVAm5 (i.e. DP = 10) have the potential to exhibit signiﬁcant IRI activity. This ﬁnding is of great relevance in the
context of the rational design of novel cryoprotective agents, as it
shows that it is possible to synthesise very short (DP < 20) IRI
active polymers. From a practical standpoint, this is especially
intriguing, as smaller cryoprotectants are less likely to cause
dynamic ice shaping – a potentially lethal occurrence which can
exacerbate the problem of cryopreservation.
We believe these ﬁndings are not only of great relevance to
cryobiology and medical applications, but they are bound to make
an impact on many other areas where ice recrystallisation plays a
role, such as the development of freeze resistant crops and the
food industry – as well as furthering our fundamental knowledge
within the realms of atmospheric sciences and climate change.
We are also conﬁdent that our results will foster future experimental and computational works aimed at probing the IRI
activity of more complex copolymers, thus laying the foundations
toward the rational design of the next generation of
cryoprotectants.

Discussion
Ice recrystallisation is a real challenge within the ﬁeld of cryobiology, as it leads to irreversible damage of biologically frozen
samples – this is both wasteful of precious resources as well as
costly. Understanding how and why a cryoprotective agent such
as PVA works is key to move forward with the development of
synthetically accessible IRI active compounds.
In this work, we have used all-atom molecular dynamics
simulations to gain a microscopic understanding of the PVA-ice
interaction. We have found that, in contrast to the current
thinking, the lattice matching between the functional groups of
PVA and the ice does not play a role. This is because PVA is a
very ﬂexible polymer which can bind to ice in any conformation,
as we have shown via an unprecedented combination of metadynamics and (un)constrained MD simulations. This is a very
important result, as it removes a long-standing design constraint,
that of lattice matching, from the rational design of IRI active
polymers. It is important to stress that lattice matching might be
playing an important role for different classes of polymers and/or
different types of IRI agents. In particular, the recent body of
work on ice-binding proteins33,35,42 suggest that lattice matching
is key when dealing with large and rigid IRI agents, as opposed to
small, ﬂexible polymers like PVA10 and PVA20.
Furthermore, we have showed that the weaker IRI activity of
short polymers (such as PVA10 compared to PVA20) is due to the
shorter polymer becoming overgrown by the advancing ice front,
rather than – as previously thought – the limited number of
hydroxyl groups binding to ice. In fact, PVA10 does bind to
ice and we have established that the IRI activity of PVA10 is lower
than that of PVA20 because the former occupies a much smaller
effective volume/surface than the latter at the ice-water interface.
These results are particularly interesting as they provide an
explanation for the lower – and yet non-negligible – IRI activity
of PVA10 compared to longer polymers.
In investigating the driving forces responsible for the PVA-ice
interaction, we have found that, in addition to the enthalpy gain
originating from the hydrogen bonds between PVA and ice,

Methods
Molecular dynamics simulations. All the molecular dynamics simulations
reported in this work have been preformed using the all-atomistic CHARMM36
forceﬁeld43 along with the TIP4P/Ice water model44, using the MD package
GROMACS 5.1.345. There is a large body of evidence indicating that the
CHARMM36 - TIP4P/Ice combination of force ﬁelds is especially well suited to
perform MD simulations of biomolecules in supercooled water (and in contact
with ice)34,43,44,46–48. In our simulations, we have investigated the atactic poly
(vinyl)alcohol (PVA) polymer with various degree of polymerisation (PVA20,
PVA10) and conformational ﬂexibility. We have found that the tacticity of PVA
does not have an impact on our results. We have also simulated a range of polyvinylalcohol/polyvinylamine block copolymers (PVA-b-PVAm) characterised by
different ratios of hydroxyl to amine functionalisation.
For the system setup shown in Fig. 1, we have ran 20 independent simulations,
each one 200-ns long, for PVA20, PVA10 and 2xPVA10 polymers (see
Supplementary Fig. 6 for further details about the latter), 10 simulations, each one
200 ns long, where the conformation of PVA20 was restrained to either a compact
or linear geometry (see Fig. 1), and 10 simulations, each one 200 ns long, for three
different PVA-b-PVAm block copolymers. We also ran 20 simulations, each one
200 ns long, of the ice/water system in absence of any polymer, so as to have
reference/control benchmark.
To begin with, the geometry of a given polymer was optimised using a steepest
descent algorithm49. Then, each polymer was solvated in water within a cubic
simulation box (edge = 7.8 nm) and equilibrated for 30 ns at room temperature
and ambient pressure within the NPT ensemble: to this end, we have employed the
Bussi-Donadio-Parrinello thermostat50 and the Berendsen barostat51, with
coupling constants of 0.5 and 4 ps, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions
(PBCs) were applied in three dimensions and the integration time-step for the leapfrog algorithm was set to 2 fs. In parallel, a separate ice/water box was created,
starting by preparing an ice crystal (of dimensions 4.7 × 5.9 × 3.9 nm) cleaved so as
to have its primary prismatic face lying in the xy-plane of the simulation box: this
crystal acted as the seed for the ice phase to grow along the ±z direction (see Fig. 1).
The experimental evidence reported by Budke and Koop Due (see Budke and
Koop26) demonstrates that PVA chieﬂy interacts with the primary prismatic face of
hexagonal ice. Thus, in this work we have chosen to focus on this particular
surface, in line with previous computational work22,23.
The oxygen atoms within the ice slab were subjected to position restraints via a
harmonic potential characterised by a spring constant of 10,000 kJ/mol; the system
was then solvated, adding two layers (each one ~11 nm thick) of water below and
above – a total of 90,818 atoms. The simulation box was elongated along the z
direction to include ~22.5 nm of vacuum: at this point we switched to 2D (xy)
PBCs in conjunction with 9-3 Lennard-Jones “walls”52 positioned at the top and
bottom of the box. This strategy enabled us to use the Yeh and Berkowitz
correction term53 to the Ewald summation: in turn, this approach mitigates any
potential artefacts due to the treatment of electrostatic interactions when dealing
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with a slab geometry54. The cutoff for the van der Waals and electrostatic
interactions was set to 12 Å and 10 Å, respectively: a switching function was used to
bring the van der Waals interaction to zero at 12 Å. The geometry of the water
molecules was constrained using the SETTLE algorithm55 while the P-LINCS
algorithm56 was used to constrain the hydrogen bonds for the polymers at their
equilibrium value. This setup has been extensively validated in some of our
previous works, see e.g. Sosso et al.48. The ice/water system was subsequently
equilibrated (NPT ensemble, using a semi-isotropic pressure coupling scheme) at
300 K for 50 ns. Once the polymer and the ice/water system were independently
equilibrated, two polymers were then placed into the ice/water box within the two
water slabs, one above and one below, as per Fig. 1. The system was then further
equilibrated for 20 ns at 300 K and then cooled down to 265 K within 10 ns: the
polymers were not restrained so during equilibration they were free to diffuse the
entire water slab. A 200-ns production run at 265 K followed, switching to the
Parrinello-Rahman barostat57 with a coupling constant of 4 ps. The starting
conﬁgurations of PVA in the water slab depended on the last frame in the
equilibration run and as such all trajectories had independent starting
conﬁgurations. To prevent the polymers interacting with the water/vacuum
boundary, a constraint for the centre of mass of the polymer was set to be at least 1
nm below the water-vacuum boundary layer. Conﬁgurations were collected every
2000 MD steps.
When dealing with simulations of crystal nucleation and growth, the impact of
ﬁnite size effects can be especially signiﬁcant58: as such, we have conducted a
systematic investigation, discussed in detail in the Supplementary Information (see
Supplementary Fig. 8). We note that the ice recrystallisation process involves the
coalescence of different ice crystals embedded in supercooled liquid water. Thus, it
is appropriate to address the interaction between PVA and ice at the interface
between the latter and supercooled liquid water. While our simulations provide an
indirect assessment of the IRI activity of PVA (in that we are not simulating the
coalescence of different ice crystals), the interaction between PVA and ice is
ultimately the molecular-level mechanism responsible for the extent of ice
recrystallisation. In fact, our simulations are in excellent agreement with the
experimental splat assays (which utilise NaCl to ensure an equilibrium between the
ice crystals and the supercooled liquid phase) discussed in the results section of
this paper.
Identifying icy molecules and hydrogen bonds. To determine whether a certain
water molecule belongs to the ice crystal or the supercooled liquid phase, we have
employed a strategy based on the Steinhardt order parameters59. First, we compute
the 6th order Steinhardt vectors q6,m(i) as:
PN
j≠i σðjrij jÞY 6;m ðrij Þ
;
ð1Þ
q6;m ðiÞ ¼
PN
j≠i σðjrij jÞ
where rij is the distance vector between the ith and jth atom, Y6,m is a spherical
harmonic of order {6, m} and σ is a switching function which determines the extent
of the of coordination shell. Then, we combine these Steinhardt vectors to obtain
the following order parameter:
P6
PN

j≠i σðjrij jÞ
m¼6 q6;m ðiÞ  q6;m ðjÞ
s6 ðiÞ ¼
ð2Þ
PN
j≠i σðjrij jÞ
where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. By means of the clustering
algorithm described in Tribello et al.59, we identify the largest connected cluster of
water molecules which oxygen atoms display a value of s6(i) greater than a certain
threshold (0.45, see Tribello et al.59 for further details). Thus, the result of this
procedure provides the number of water molecules found within the largest ice
cluster per trajectory frame, which invariably will be the seeded ice crystal that
grows over time. Concerning the analysis of hydrogen bonds, we have used a
geometric criterion based on an acceptor-donor bond distance of <0.3 nm and a
donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle between 160∘ and 200∘. The analysis on the solvation shell around the methylene groups was based on the ﬁrst minimum of the
radial distribution function (g(r) see Supplementary Fig. 1) where a radial distance
of 0.45 nm corresponds to the extent of the ﬁrst solvation shell. Using the s6
parameter described above we were able to distinguish which water molecules
surrounding the methylene groups can be classiﬁed as either ice-like or liquid-like.
Metadynamics simulations. To probe the conformational space of the PVA
polymer we use well-tempered metadynamics60,61, an enhanced sampling technique which forces the system to explore the whole free energy surface relative to a
particular set of collective variables (CVs). This is achieved by depositing Gaussian
potentials V at a deﬁned time interval, t:


X
s  sðqðkτÞÞ2
Vðs; tÞ ¼
WðkτÞ exp 
ð3Þ
2
2σ
kτ
where s is a given CV, τ is the Gaussian deposition stride and σ the width of the
Gaussian for the ith CV and W(kτ) the height of said Gaussian potential. We have
used PLUMED62,63 (version 2.4.2) to perform metadynamics simulations. We have
chosen the radius of gyration (Rg) as our CV to bias: the width, height and
deposition stride of the Gaussian potentials has been set (after extensive testing and
12

validation) to σ = 0.02 nm, W = 0.6 kJ/mol, and 500 steps, respectively. The bias
factor was set to γ = 100. The uncertainty associated with our estimate of the free
energy proﬁle reported in, e.g., Fig. 2 was calculated using the reweighing technique
of Tiwary and Parrinello64. We have also used PLUMED to perform the MD
simulations where the polymers conformation was restrained (to either their
compact or elongated forms, see Fig. 3): speciﬁcally, the value of the polymers’
radius of gyration (Rg) was enforced to ﬂuctuate around values of 4.9 and 1.2 nm in
the case of a compact and elongated conformation, respectively.
Estimating molecular volume and ice-PVA contact area. To measure the
average volume occupied as well as the surface area for a given polymer we
employed the concept of alpha shape65: by treating the atoms within the polymer
as a set of points in the Euclidean space, the alphaShape function implemented in
MATLAB66 identiﬁes the smallest shape enclosing said atoms – which in turn gives
us access to the volume of the molecule as a whole as well as the surface area of the
polymer occupied on the ice slab (obtained by projecting the atomic positions of
the polymer bound to the ice onto the xy plane). The key parameter in this
procedure is the so-called alpha radius, which basically determines how loose or
tight the ﬁt of the alpha shape is around the set of points under investigations: we
have set this value to 0.17 nm, but we note that different choices do not affect the
qualitative trends we report in e.g. Fig. 6.
Ice recrystallisation inhibition (Splat) assay. A 10 μL sample of polymer was
dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, known to display zero IRI activity, pH
7.4) and then dropped from 1.40 m onto a glass microscope cover slip, which was
sat on top of an aluminium plate cooled to −78° using dry ice. The droplet froze
instantly upon impact with the plate, spreading out and forming a thin wafer of ice.
This wafer was then placed on a liquid nitrogen cooled cryostage held at −8°. The
wafer was then left to anneal for 30 min at −8°. Next, the number of crystals in the
image were counted using ImageJ67, and the area of the ﬁeld of view divided by this
number of crystals gave the average crystal size per wafer (mean grain size, MGS
hereafter), and reported as a percentage of area compared to the PBS control. We
note that along with MGS another quantity MLGS (mean largest grain size) can be
computed which is the largest grain in the ﬁeld of view and therefore slightly biased
towards lower activity, however this quantity can be measured without image
analysis software. For further details about the physical, analytical and synthesis
methods, please refer to the Experimental Section in the SI.

Data availability
The research data supporting this publication can be found at http://wrap.warwick.ac.uk.
The portfolio of codes we have used to generate and analyse our results includes:
GROMACS45, PLUMED62,63, MDAnalysis68 and MATLAB66. These are all welldocumented packages that are all publicly available. MATLAB does require a license,
which is however covered by the vast majority of academic institutions.
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